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Joint solution: data automation and financial controls

 

Enforce financial controls and proper
authorisations.
 
Boost data security by keeping
non-accounting staff out of Xero.

 

  
 
 

 
 
 
Improve team productivity with mobile apps
and approving from the email notification.

Establish fraud prevention and detection
capabilities.

 

Increase process efficiency and make
scaling easier.

 

 
Always know which bill has been authorised
for payment.

 
  

 
 
 

 
 
 
Share financial accountability with your
clients’ budget holders and decision makers.

 

Enhance the cash flow forecast with
complete and accurate data.

 

Benefits for accounting clients

Benefits for accounting firms

 
 
Xero, extended by ApprovalMax and Receipt Bank  
 

A key task for every accounting practice is delivering their bookkeeping and accounting services cost-efficiently while 
ensuring their clients’ highest satisfaction with how the daily duties are performed.

But the all-important invoice processing is still being hampered by manual data entry, paper and email clutter, poor 
accounting data quality, and the complexity of getting proper authorisations from remote client budget holders in a 
transparent and timely manner.

However, there is a solution: modern pre-integrated cloud applications complement each other to facilitate digital invoice 
data capture and online data storage as well as workflow-driven financial controls and audit-ready approval decisions.

ApprovalMax and Receipt Bank, both pre-integrated with the leading cloud accounting software 
Xero, work together seamlessly to deliver end-to-end bill automation and provide maximum 
operational efficiency for bookkeeping and accounting practices. 

The award-winning pre-accounting tool Receipt Bank automatically extracts key data from invoices 
and receipts with the highest accuracy rating in the industry, and stores it in Xero. 

ApprovalMax, the leading approval automation app for the Xero ecosystem, takes care of bill 
review and approval automation across multiple authorisation levels; with extended notification, 
reporting and audit trail capabilities.
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This is how it works
1. Receipt Bank captures invoice data from any available source and enters the relevant information into Xero as bills with 

the “Awaiting Approval” status.
  

2. ApprovalMax detects automatically any new invoice handled by Receipt Bank and initiates an automated 
review and approval process.

 

3. Once fully approved, bills are stored in Xero with the “Awaiting Payment” status and a full audit report attached.

 
 

 

This is how it works
1. After extracting the relevant invoice data, Receipt Bank enters this information into the bill fields and 

publishes the bill  to ApprovalMax for authorisation, with an invoice scan attached to the digital copy.
2. In ApprovalMax, each bill is routed to the appropriate manager with the specified authorisation level as 

determined in the approval matrix and the approval workflow.
3. Once approved via the web or mobile app, bills are assigned the «Awaiting Payment» status and

published to Xero with a detailed audit report attached.

Two ways of using ApprovalMax and Receipt Bank together

1. Receipt Bank to Xero, Xero to ApprovalMax

2. Receipt Bank to ApprovalMax, ApprovalMax to Xero


